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Results in Career Coach are shown for the Greater Omaha Metropolitan Area which includes all counties within a 50
mile radius around Omaha zip code 68182. This radius touches the following counties:
Nebraska: Burt, Cass, Cuming, Dodge, Douglas, Johnson, Lancaster, Nemaha, Otoe, Sarpy, Saunders, Washington
Iowa: Cass, Crawford, Fremont, Harrison, Mills, Monona, Montgomery, Page, Pottawattamie, Shelby
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CAREER PLAN
STUDENT NAME: _____________________________________

STUDENT SCHOOL: _____________________________________

GRADUATION DATE: _____/_____/__________

TALENT ADVISOR: _____________________________________

LAST UPDATED: _____/_____/__________

CAREER: COMPUTER SYSTEMS ANALYSTS
DESCRIPTION:                            Analyze science, engineering, business, and all other data processing problems for
application to electronic data processing systems. Analyze user requirements, procedures, and
problems to automate or improve existing systems and review computer system capabilities, workflow,
and scheduling limitations. May analyze or recommend commercially available software. May supervise
computer programmers.

TYPICAL EDUCATION LEVEL:   Bachelor's Degree is usually required

PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS EDUCATION LEVEL REQUIRED

63 BACHELOR'S DEGREE

32 POST-SECONDARY CERTIFICATE

3 MASTER'S DEGREE

REGIONAL EDUCATION PROVIDERS: 

8 programs are available at University of Nebraska - Omaha

7 programs are available at Metropolitan Community College
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EARNINGS
WAGE CURVE FOR COMPUTER SYSTEMS ANALYSTS
Results are shown for the Greater Omaha Metropolitan Area

EMPLOYMENT TRENDS
PEOPLE EMPLOYED AS COMPUTER SYSTEMS ANALYSTS
Results are shown for the Greater Omaha Metropolitan Area
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ABILITIES
Required Occupational Ability Levels from O*NET (top 15 displayed) - scaled from 0-100

57 Oral Comprehension:                                       The ability to listen to and understand information and ideas presented
through spoken words and sentences.

57 Written Comprehension:                                            The ability to read and understand information and ideas presented in
writing.

57 Oral Expression:                               The ability to communicate information and ideas in speaking so others will
understand.

55 Deductive Reasoning:                                        The ability to apply general rules to specific problems to produce answers
that make sense.

55 Near Vision:                       The ability to see details at close range (within a few feet of the observer).

54 Information Ordering:                                       The ability to arrange things or actions in a certain order or pattern
according to a specific rule or set of rules (e.g., patterns of numbers, letters, words, pictures,
mathematical operations).

52 Written Expression:                                    The ability to communicate information and ideas in writing so others will
understand.

52 Problem Sensitivity:                                    The ability to tell when something is wrong or is likely to go wrong. It does
not involve solving the problem, only recognizing there is a problem.

52 Inductive Reasoning:                                      The ability to combine pieces of information to form general rules or
conclusions (includes finding a relationship among seemingly unrelated events).

50 Originality:                     The ability to come up with unusual or clever ideas about a given topic or situation, or
to develop creative ways to solve a problem.

46 Category Flexibility:                                    The ability to generate or use different sets of rules for combining or
grouping things in different ways.

46 Mathematical Reasoning:                                              The ability to choose the right mathematical methods or formulas to
solve a problem.

46 Speech Recognition:                                      The ability to identify and understand the speech of another person.

45 Fluency of Ideas:                                The ability to come up with a number of ideas about a topic (the number of
ideas is important, not their quality, correctness, or creativity).

45 Number Facility:                              The ability to add, subtract, multiply, or divide quickly and correctly.
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WORK ACTIVITIES
Required Occupational Work Activity Levels from O*NET (top 5 displayed) - scaled from 0-100

85 Interacting With Computers:                                                   Using computers and computer systems (including hardware and
software) to program, write software, set up functions, enter data, or process information.

implement computer system changes
maintain client-server database
operate computer networks
program computers for electronic engineering applications
program computers for management analysis applications

81 Thinking Creatively:                                    Developing, designing, or creating new applications, ideas, relationships,
systems, or products, including artistic contributions.

design computer hardware or software interface
design computer programs or programming tools
design control systems
design data processing systems
design data security systems

80 Processing Information:                                            Compiling, coding, categorizing, calculating, tabulating, auditing, or
verifying information or data.

develop tables depicting data
encode equations for processing

78 Updating and Using Relevant Knowledge:                                                                          Keeping up-to-date technically and applying new
knowledge to your job.

use computer networking technology
use cost benefit analysis techniques
follow data security procedures
follow data storage procedures
use interpersonal communication techniques

74 Analyzing Data or Information:                                                       Identifying the underlying principles, reasons, or facts of
information by breaking down information or data into separate parts.

evaluate computer system user requests or requirements
evaluate prototype computer software systems
analyze workflow
analyze business, scientific, or technical problems in electronic data processing systems
analyze programs using workflow chart or diagram
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STUDENT NOTES:

ADVISOR NOTES:

CAREER CHECKLIST
_____ JOB SHADOWING

_____ JOB TOUR

_____ CAREER MENTORING

_____ INTERNING

_____ LAST UPDATED


